Abstract-There is an increasing awareness and development of agricultural robots to take the toil of farming by automating growing plants and trees. Pruning is an expensive and labor intensive step in growing trees, that greatly affects its productivity. Moreover, pruning requires knowledge about what, where and how to cut. To partially solve the limitations of manual pruning methods, this paper presents an automatic image-based pruning system. Our system uses a high-resolution and a Kinect camera mounted on a mobile robot to capture the 3D structure of trees in the field. The robot goes around a tree and synchronously captures high-resolution and depth images. The visual and depth information across images is fused to estimate a 3D "stick" representation of the tree. The output of our system suggests the operator which branches to cut based on pre-existing rules. Several challenges contribute to the difficulty of image-based pruning: (1) fusing spatial and temporal information in depth images, (2) capture and segment small branches, (3) quantitative estimation of the angles and length for each branch. The number of suggested branches to cut in several trees have high agreement with the ones suggested by an expert, that illustrates the validity of our approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Proper tree trimming and pruning are essential to increasing a tree's health, strength and productivity. However, tree pruning is time consuming, manual labor is expensive and difficult to hire (due to the existing immigration policies). Moreover, proper pruning requires a good knowledge of the particular tree and what, where and how to cut. For instance, in the case of wine making, the vineyard has to be cut at a particular angle to produce better wine. Hiring someone who does not know when or how to prune correctly can prove to be disastrous to the tree and the productivity. Because pruning is an expensive and key step in agricultural business, developing robotics systems that can effectively and optimally prune trees would have a huge impact in current agricultural systems. Robots can make perfect cuts, work continuously (even at night) and provide consistent cuts. Beyond pruning trees for agricultural purposes, automatic pruning robotic systems will become fundamental for sustainable forest management. This paper presents a system that takes as input 3D information of a tree, as well as highresolution images, and it provides a recommendation system of which branches to cut. Fig. 1 shows an image of our system.
Tree modeling has been an active area of research in the last few years due to advances in new sensors and computational resources. For instance, in the computer graphics Mobile robotics system for image-based tree pruning. The system is equipped with a high-resolution flash camera, a Kinect camera and a GPS. Right) In the top the recovered "3D stick" tree representation. In the bottom the suggested pruning.
community [1] [2] [3] , there have been several approaches to recover the tree structure from images. However, most of them involved expensive computational methods and require manual labeling. In the computer vision literature, Adrian [4] used two orthogonal images of the tree to estimate the three structure achieving similar performance as a laser based method. Beyond tree modeling, there has been some work on robotics systems for tree pruning. Nielsen [5] used a stereo based-system to 3D blossom mapping for automated thinning of peach blossoms on perpendicular V architecture trees. Recently, the Vision Robotics corporation [6] has developed a grape pruning robot system, that use a pair of stereo cameras to reconstruct grape vines for pruning. Existing methods for tree-modeling or pruning only use two or more images to build the 3D model or laser information. These techniques allow to capture the coarse 3D structure of the tree but it is unclear how to reconstruct small branches that are required for pruning. In this paper we propose a cheap vision system that combines low resolution 3D Kinect camera with a highresolution camera.
II. METHOD
This section describes in detail our system, that is based on four modules: (1) localization of the tree's trunk and tree segmentation using depth and color image, (2) branch detection in a single 3D image using a Hough transformbased method, (3) construction of the 3D tree model by merging several 3D images using the Iterate Closes Point (ICP) algorithm, (4) pruning strategy. Fig. 2 illustrates the main idea of our system. 
A. Sensors
Our system uses a Kinect camera that provides 640×480 pixel depth images. A main drawback of the kinect sensor to capture outdoors depth images is the interference with the light spectrum, other 3D sensors such as laser and radar can work during the day, but we want to keep our system cheap and kinect provides an affordable hardware. So we capture the data at night. However, the visible camera cannot work at night without a special lighting. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , our solution combines the kinect with a high-resolution flash camera that allows capture at night, and provides better color quality images than the visible kinect camera, that will be crucial for the color-based segmentation. To solve for correspondence between the RGB images and the kinect depth image, we calibrate the cameras. We used the kinect internal camera parameters provided by the manufacturer, and the Matlab calibration toolbox to know the 3D rotation and 3D translation between the optical centers of the cameras. The flash camera takes pictures at 2 f.p.s, the kinect works at 30 f.p.s. and the GPS at 100 f.p.s., so our system is synchronized at 2 f.p.s. The synchronization among the sensors is done by recording the UTC time.
B. Tree Segmentation
This section describes the algorithm for segmenting the tree in the high-resolution RGB images. We tested several algorithms for segmentation including Grab-cut [7] , Grow-cut [8] and Mean-Shift. However, these methods were likely to produce segmentations containing the background. Instead, we used a simple region growing algorithm.
The first step in the region growing algorithm is to select a seed using the high-resolution RGB image I c . We assume there is only one tree in the image, and we automatically located the lower part of tree that contains only the trunk (no branches), see Fig. 3 . There are three main steps to segment the trunk: (1) select the lower fourth part of the color image I cl can convert to gray I gl , (2) filter the image with a Gaussian filter, I gls , (3) use canny edge detection to get a binary image I edge , (4) detect two vertical lines L 1 , L 2 that are longer and more vertical than a threshold, and with a minimum horizontal distance (radius r) between them. Finally, get the middle point P s between the two lines. Once the trunk area is detected, we selected a pixel of the trunk and use it as a seed for the region growing algorithm. See Fig. 3 for an illustration of the method. Figure 4 shows results for the tree segmentation. Observe that the lighting condition for each branch suffer from large variations, especially for the small branches and the branches edges. While the kinect camera provides low resolution and it can miss the small branches, it provides a good initialization for the region growing algorithm to segment the high resolution image.
Once the seed is automatically selected, the next step is to add neighboring pixels that correspond to the same segmentation. Observe that the brightness of the RGB pixels will be biased for different lighting conditions depending on the distance from the lighting source and normal to the lighting source (that is uniform). So, growing the region using only color image is likely to do not result in accurate segmentations. On the other hand, using only the depth, is likely to miss the small branches and get a bigger diameter than it should be. For these reasons, we first grow the tree using the depth image with the seed found from the RGB image (observe that we know the correspondence between a pixel in the depth image and the RGB image). Given an initial skeleton of the tree estimated from the depth image, we used the whole skeleton as seeds for a further segmentation using the RGB and depth images. Observe that with multiple seeds that contain different lighting conditions it is likely that the region growing correctly segments the tree. Fig. 4 illustrates the process.
C. 3D tree estimation
Once we have accurately segmented the tree in the RGB and depth image, we can select these pixels in the depth image and obtain a "stick" figure of the tree. With the RGB and the depth images, we built an estimate 3D cloud representation of the tree. We are interested in detecting all branches and being able to accurately measure the length, diameter and angles of the branches, and we used the Hough line transform [9] . We proceed iteratively in the binary segmentation image. Every iteration labels the line with most pixels, and excludes this line's location area with a width according to the branch diameter that is an pre-estimated threshold. We do not proceed the Hough line transform once for all, because by doing this, a lot of unexpected lines will be introduced. Which are very hard to be rejected, considering the variability of the branch lengths, diameters, orientations and curvatures.
It is very hard to model the shapes of the branches, so an integrated branch could not be recognized with only Hough line transform. Other than this, the branches often come across with each other, one may split the other by using the proposed line detection method. So the following two operations are introduced for these problems. First, extend each line in a restricted region. The region is the area with a distance to the line smaller than the branch diameter and has positive binary values in the segmentation image. Second, group the lines belong to the same branch. Every two lines will be grouped under the conditions that their cross angle and the distance of their nearest points are smaller than certain thresholds. Otherwise, if the distance is smaller but the angle is bigger, they are considered belonging to different branches and their cross point is recognized as a crotch. Then we can obtain all the branches, and the most vertical branch which contains the first seed is the trunk. Fig. 5 shows the result of the branch recognition.
After we recognize all the branches, we will try to get their measurements. We have chosen several locations in the branch to estimate its diameter. In each location, we get the pixel width of the branch in the segmentation image. As we know the camera visual angle and resolution, and the metric distance between the branch and the camera, we can obtain the branch diameter in this location using triangulation. The branch has different diameters in different locations, we use the average value as its common diameter. We can also get the branch lengths, orientations and crotch locations in the branches using the same method.
There are several ways to describe the 3D structure of the branches. One is to get the 3D locations of all the branch end points and crotches, but it is prone to be crashed by a single wrong value. The other is to get every pixel's depth of the branches, this contains a large number of redundant values. We sample the pixels in every one centimeter along the branches. But the depth values are not smooth and continuous because of occlusions and resolution. So a curve fitting operator is activated. This could also benefit the small branch tails which are visible in high resolution optical camera but invisible in kinect depth camera. Fig. 6 shows the 3D structure of the tree.
D. Multi-view merging of 3D images
In previous section, we have described the method to detect the branches from a pair of RGB-depth images. However, it is difficult to model all branches using only one image due to occlusions and lack of high resolution depth. In order to build more accurate 3D models, this section describes the process to merge the information of several pairs of RGB-depth images.
It is important to notice that most branches are not straight lines, and just directly merging the "stick" figures across views will not provide the most accurate merging. A proper way to describe the shape of the tree is a non-parametric approach using a point cloud. We will merge the point clouds that correspond to the trees at different views. The most popular method to align 3D point clouds is the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [9] .
Consider two point clouds
(see footnote for notation) 1 and
Then ICP algorithm will find the 3D Rotation (R) and translation (T) by minimizing:
Using the difference of the average point locations as the initial translation (T 0 ), and rotation as initial rotation (R 0 ). K is the number of matched points, which is smaller than m and n. d i and m i are the corresponding points that have the closest distance in the two points clouds. Observe the point clouds contain different number of points and the two objects are not exactly the same. So, if more than 80% of points in the cloud are matched, it will be consider as a good match. Fig. 7 shows the point cloud be merged from two different view points. The pyramids represent the camera locations.
In fact, we could only get the surface information, the branches should be cylindrical after reconstruction. But in our project, the structures and sizes are most considered. So we could use the surface points average value instead of a fully surface reconstruction. Figure 8 shows the 3D trees from two visual points. The matched points are merge together and the other points are remained.
E. Tree Pruning
Once we have detected all branches in the tree, we are ready to provide recommendation of which branches to prune. Figure 9 shows a hierarchical tree decomposition. The tree is described hierarchically for pruning, as shown in figure 9 .
Every branch contains four sources of information, location Lo, diameter D, length Le and orientation O. The trunk's location is its metric coordinate with respect to the trunk, orientation is its slant angel. Except for this, the branch location Lo is the crotch position in its mother branch, A is the branch angle with its mother branch, D is branch average diameter, Le is the branch total length.
Once the hierarchy is built, we can start the pruning following [10] , who has professional knowledge about tree pruning. In Fig. 1 bottom right, branch A should be cut off because it goes into the main trunk, B is because the small branches is too close to each other, C is because two close branches come across. We will provide some more result in the experiment section.
III. EXPERIMENT RESULT
The data is collected in the Raemelton farm located in Adamstown, Maryland. We have selected several kinds of trees that need to prune. Fig. 10 shows the Queen Elizabeth Hedge Maple and Fig. 11 shows the Wildfire Tupelo. We can see that the on-field tree structures are more complicated than the demo tree, but their backgrounds are much more clean. As shown in the figures, we can get the trees' 3D structures with our system. Some branches of the Maple are chosen to show the metric results in TABLE I, the best results are marked with bold. The ground truth values are measured with rulers and protractors, which are marked with a subscript G. From the table we can see that the branch lengths are much more smaller than the ground truth. This is because the lost of the tiny tails of the branches. The differences of the branch diameters may be caused by several problems. First, the branch diameter varies a lot in different locations. Second, the crotches and the missing tails. Third, the uncertainty of the sensors. The branch locations are represented with the crotch locations in their mother branches. These values are more stable, although they are affected by the recognition precision of the crotches. The branch angles are also very stable, they are very accurate in 2D, but in 3D, they are affected by the precision of the depth values.
The metrical values of the camera locations come from the ICP results. Their ground truth values are given by a two mini-meters precision GPS sensor on the robot. It is not necessary to get the tree's global location, so the GPS are used to get the relative locations when the robot moves. The first location from ICP is set to the first GPS location. Then the following locations can be evaluated by the GPS results. The second pose and position results are shown in TABLE II. We can see that the ICP results are very accurate for a rigid tree object.
Then the professional rules are applied to the reconstructed trees. The pruning locations are shown in the bottom right image in Fig. 10 . The tree contains a lot of tiny branches, which are hard to be reconstructed because (1) the tiny branches are colorful, which is caused by the lighting condition and the edge effect, (2) the depth camera has a low definition. But the pruning starts from close-trunk to farfrom-trunk, so the tiny tails will not cause big problems. 
IV. CONCLUSION
Despite the amount of research done on robotic automation for fruit care and harvesting done in the last few decades, there remains no clear viable, cost-effective approach toward robotic mechanization of many agricultural tasks. In this paper, we focused on a fundamental and expensive task that involves tree pruning. We developed a image-based pruning system that is automatic and recommends which branches to prune. In future work, we will explore extending the algorithm to work in real-time, as well as providing recommendations of which angles to use for cutting the trees. 
